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Friday, August 3, Kabbalat Shabbat, Service
7:00PM, Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Robinson will speak
Birthday Blessings for the month of August
Saturday, August 4, Shabbat Meditative Hike,
10:00AM, meet at the JCC parking lot
“Ekev” Deuteronomy 7:12-11:25, Isaiah 49:14-51:3
Friday, August 10, Service, 7:00PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Koppel will speak
Saturday, August 11, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30 AM,
Cantor Flynn will lead Services and
Torah Discussion
“Re’eh” Deuteronomy 11:26-16:17, Numbers 28:9-15
Friday, August 17, Service, 7:00PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Koppel will speak
Saturday, August 18, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30AM,
Rabbi Koppel will lead Services and
Torah Discussion
“Shoftim”, Deuteronomy 16:18-21:9, Isaiah 51:12-52:12
Friday, August 24, Service, 7:00PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Robinson will speak
Saturday, August 25, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30AM
“Ki Tetze,” Deuteronomy 21:10-25:19, Isaiah 54:1-10
Friday, August 31, Service, 7:00PM,
Oneg Shabbat to follow
Rabbi Robinson will speak
Saturday, September 1, Torah Study and
Service-in-the-Round Combined, 9:30AM,
Selichot Program and Service, 8:30PM
“Ki Tavo,” Deuteronomy 26:1-29:8, Isaiah 60:1-22

August 11th marks the beginning of the month
of Elul, that month that anticipates the yammim
noraim, the 10 Days of Awe. They are meant to
be a time of reflection and introspection, one
that takes place each and every year, preparing
ourselves for the heavy lifting that comes with
the High Holy Days. Like an athlete preparing for
a race or an actor preparing for opening night,
we are meant to be using this time to dig deeply
into ourselves; not just our actions from the past
year but taking a deeper look at what was behind those actions, those choices. Why? So that
we can undertake a journey of transformation
and re-creation. As Alan Lew writes in his book
This Is Real and You Are Completely Unprepared: “The great journey of transformation begins with the acknowledgment that we need to
make it. It is not something we are undertaking
for amusement, nor even for the sake of convention; rather, it is a spiritual necessity. And our
need to be more conscious—to awaken from the
deep dream that has held us in its thrall—is always there.” That is; each of us has work to do,
and Elul calls us to do that work.
And that work is important. To push the athlete
or theater metaphors a bit, we wouldn’t dare run
a marathon without training, or go on stage without memorizing our lines and blocking. Why do
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Shabbat Hike

we enter the New Year as if we can do the work of
the Holidays without having done the necessary
preparation? What do we hope to get out of the
worship services that await us next month if we’re
not ready to receive their message of repentance,
prayer and justice; how can we come together if we
aren’t ready to be challenged by the call of the
shofar or the day of fasting that is Yom Kippur?
So, let’s not let the holidays sneak up on us! Take
some time to do some spiritual reflection so that we
are ready to come together next month. Specifically,
I’d suggest reflecting on our choices and our underlying assumptions in how we treat one another. Why
start there, rather than looking inward? Because, I
would argue, the fundamental questions of our own
spiritual health and well-being are answered in our
treatment of others. There is a reason the holidays
are a little bit uncomfortable, repeatedly remind us
that prayer, repentance and justice temper the severity of the decree (and we exclaim in our heads
“decree?! What decree?! Who gets to stand in judgement over me?! What did I do?!”). How are our
neshamot, our innermost selves? Look at how we
treat one another. For, as the holidays remind us,
and as we remember when we do the work of preparation, our deepest, most profound sense of self is
when we are in service to others, especially those in
need. There is a reason we as a people emphasize
our sacred obligations (mitzvot) over all other values.
As Abraham Joshua Heschel puts it so beautifully:
Everywhere we are surrounded by the ineffable,
our familiarity with reality is a myth. To the innermost
in our soul even beauty is an alloy mixed with the
true metal of eternity. There is neither earth nor sky,
neither spring nor autumn, there is only a question,
God's eternal question of man: Where art Thou? Religion begins with the certainty that something is
asked of us, that there are ends which are in need of
us. Unlike all other values, moral and religious ends
evoke in us a sense of obligation. They present
themselves as tasks rather than as objects of
perception. Thus, religious living consists in serving
ends
which
are
in
need
of
us.
Perhaps it seems too arch to say, as Heschel
does, that God is calling to us, and we must respond
with the call. But surely that is the language of the
holidays. We are called and we must have an
answer. To answer, we must prepare. Preparation is
never easy. Practice, as we well know, is the hard
part. And it’s the part we might choose to ignore. As
we look toward Rosh Hashanah, take the invitation
to prepare seriously. And as we search within and
without, may our journey be a meaningful one.

Join Rabbi Robinson on Saturday, August 4,
2018 for an outdoor Meditative Hike at the
JCC parking lot at 10:00 AM. Hiking will be on
trails near the JCC.
Questions? Please email Rabbi Robinson
at rabbirobinson@cbe.comcastbiz.net.
Congregation Beth Emeth
High Holiday Services 5779/2018
Rosh Hashanah
Sunday, September 9, 2018,
8:00 PM
Monday, September 10, 2018
8:30 AM Tot Service
9:30 AM CBE Traditional Service
1:30 PM Contemporary Service
3:00 PM Tashlich
Yom Kippur
Tuesday, September 18, 2018
7:00 PM & 9:15 PM
Wednesday, September 19, 2018
8:30 AM Tot Service
9:30 AM CBE Traditional Service
1:30 PM Contemporary Service
3:30 PM Afternoon Service
Yizkor & Neilah to follow
Join us for Rosh Hashanah Lunch and Discussion on September 11, 2018 at 12:00 PM.
Yom Kippur Break Fast will be held on September 19, 2018 immediately following the
services.
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In this way, every time we pray this text, we conclude with the sentiment that we are worthless.
This was a startling revelation that I had a year ago and
it has transformed the way I approach this prayer and
how I think about the work we do regarding introspection and teshuvah during this time. Since the High Holy
Day season is about reflecting, repenting, and renewing ourselves, ending on this sentiment seems contrary
to the very nature of our efforts. We spend countless
days, and hours pouring over the decisions we have
made during the past year. We focus on how to become better people, live more productive lives, and be
better companions to our fellow humans. And we hope
and pray that God accepts our efforts and knows that
though we are human and imperfect, we are constantly
striving to be better.
Given this effort, why in the world then, should we
choose to focus on the idea that we are worthless?! It
makes no sense. So in that spirit, I have become very
conscious of the perspective of our prayers and the
intentionality of not only the words we pray, but the order in which we sing them. This year as we enter 5779,
let us celebrate our efforts, and sing Avinu Malkeinu,
and all the other prayers, by acknowledging our faults
and the fact that we are working to fix them but also
focusing on the positive - focusing on the good – on
God’s forgiveness and help.
With these thoughts in mind, I wish all of you a fruitful
season of reflection, rest, and renewal as we enter this
month of Elul and prepare for the Days of Awe which
are soon to come.

“Avinu Malkeinu choneinu va’aneinu, ki ein banu
ma’asim, Asei imanu tzedakah vachesed
v’hoshieinu.”
The High Holy Days are nearly among us. During the
days of Awe, who can count the number of times we
recite the words above? Indeed, they are like a mantra
- a sentence so familiar to us that we could recite it
even in our sleep. Throughout these holy days we
meditate on these Hebrew words constantly throughout hours of prayer and through the ten days of reflection between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. Despite our obsessive recitation, however, I cannot help
but wonder, for such important words, who could recite
their translation, their meaning, just as quickly as the
Hebrew? As many of us do not speak fluent Hebrew,
my guess is that the answer is that only very few of us
can manage the task.
“Our Parent, our Sovereign, be gracious and answer
us, for we have little worth. Treat us
generously and with kindness, and be our help.”
These are strong, important, and influential words
that can both define and shape the High Holy Day
prayer and reflection experience. This has certainly
been the case for me personally. During my preparation for the season, I have spent a great deal of time
meditating on these words and have a few thoughts I
would like to share.
Many may notice that this year, as I lead CBE in
prayer for the High Holy Days for the first time, that I
lead the congregation in the singing of the congregational Avinu Malkeinu in a slightly different way than
what is considered traditional. We will sing both lines
as usual, but then at the end of the prayer, instead of
returning to the first line, I will repeat the original melody on a niggun, singing it on the syllables “yai lai lai.”
For those who notice, I am sure the change will seem
a bit abrupt but it has been a very intentional one. For
years Jews all over the world, have sung the text in the
following order:
Avinu Malkeinu
choneinu va’aneinu,
ki ein banu
ma’asim,
Asei imanu tzedakah vachesed
Avinu Malkeinu
choneinu va’aneinu,
ki ein banu
ma’asim,

B’shirah,
Cantor Flynn

Our Father Our King, be gracious
and answer us, for we have little
worth.
Treat us generously and with kindness, and be our help.
Our Father Our King, be gracious
and answer us, for we have little
worth.
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...to Kendra Moritz Rosner and Andrew Rosner
on the birth of their daughter, Mackenzie Sheila
Rosner.
...to Susan and Mark Detwiler on the birth of
their grandson, Caleb Detwiler Commons. The
proud parents are Elizabeth Detwiler and Paul
Commons.
...to Jo-anne and Herbert Pessin upon their
grandson, Michael Pessin, being awarded a
Master of Science Degree in Public Policy and
Management by Carnegie Mellon University.
...to Joy Greenberg Honig upon her daughter,
Dr. Lisa Honig receiving her certificate in Orthodontics from Montefiore Medical Center, NY
and on her engagement to Alex Schwartz.

Focus Emeritus
"Rabbinates in Virginia's
Shenandoah Valley"
Well, in mid-June I finished my two-year gig in
Winchester, Virginia, located in the upper Shenandoah Valley. My wanderlust (or gluttony for
punishment, depending on how you look at it)
isn't over. Beginning the end of August I'll be
part-time interim rabbi at Temple House of Israel
in Staunton (pronounced "Stanton," sound familiar?), Virginia, in the lower Shenandoah Valley.
It's over an hour away from Winchester, a drive
of almost five hours one way. I'm nuts, yes, I
know!
Some asked me the comparative size of the
two interim congregations. For those of you who
know Congregation Emanu-El of the City of New
York, the largest synagogue in the world, Winchester is Emanu-El compared to Staunton. I'd
say it's quality over quantity, but I only know that
the quality of the people in Winchester was wonderful and I don't know the folks in the new
synagogue. Hopefully it, too, will be right up
there.
Interestingly there's a circular aspect of this
rabbinate. Forty-eight years ago I would drop off
and pick up Staunton's student rabbi while I
served in Harrisonburg, on I-81, almost midway
between Winchester and Staunton. Now I
finished in Winchester and I'm beginning in
Staunton…a little bit of trivia.

CBE High Holiday Ticket Policy

Bar/Bat Mitzvah Parties
When planning your son’s or daughter’s Bar/
Bat Mitzvah parties, please consider using our
lovely facilities. Our social hall will accommodate a large group of family and friends. Caterers are welcome; rental is reasonable; there is
room to dance, plenty of parking and a great
staff to help make your party a success.
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May 12 - “The Nazi Officer’s Wife: How One
Jewish Woman Survived the Holocaust” by
Edith H. Beer with Susan Dworkin.

Adult Learning: Watch this Space!
We are very excited about adult learning
plans for the coming year. There’s too much
to outline with dates and times in this Orbit, but
here’s a preview:
 Our movie series continues, led by Sue
Paul, including The Band’s Visit — the movie
on which the hit Broadway show is based.
 Deconstructing the Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
– an in-depth look at this pop culture take on
Judaism.
 #MeToo in the Bible: How do we read ancient texts through a modern lens?
 Beginning and Intermediate Hebrew.
 The Nonprophet Prophets: Elisha and
Elijah.
 Bima Skills — what do you need to know to
lead a service?
 Paired Text Study: Guided Study in Chevruta with a Friend.
Scholar in Residence – to be announced.
And, of course, Brotherhood’s Sunday
brunch speakers, Sisterhood’s Books & Bagels, Choir with Cantor Flynn and Saturday
text study.
Watch for more details as we craft the brochure and alert you through emails. If you’re
not on the Adult Learning email list, please let
Lisa Schrier know to add you to the list by calling her at 302-764-2393 or emailing her at
lschrier@bethemethde.org.

Getting to Know Literacy Delaware
Did you know that Congregation Beth Emeth
is the newest host site for Literacy Delaware’s
English as a Second Language classes? We
are so excited to have a new partner as we
work to provide free, targeted instruction to
adults with limited literacy and English
language skills.
As a small non-profit, Literacy Delaware
relies on community relationships like this to
offer our services. A welcoming environment
works wonders to help our students succeed,
especially those who are new to the country.
We are so thankful that all of you at Beth
Emeth are willing to provide space for instruction and to welcome learners into the community. And for those of you who are excited to
hear about this new partnership, we encourage you to get involved!
This spring Beth Emeth hosted one small
class; in the fall we hope to have more
students here, including a new refugee family
who lives nearby. Here’s how you can help –
become a volunteer tutor! Your time is truly
the biggest gift you can give, and it is rewarded with a life changing experience. Our
students can come to us without the basic
English skills to navigate day-to-day tasks or
get a job. With your help, they can become
confident, contributing members of our community. Knowing that “welcoming the stranger”
is a guiding principal of both Judaism and your
congregation, we see this as just the beginning of a long and fruitful relationship. Hope to
see you in a tutor training session soon! Contact information is:
www.literacydelaware.org, 302-658-5624,

Sisterhood’s Books and Bagels
We are looking forward to another exciting year of Books &
Bagels!
All discussions will
begin at 9:00 AM. We serve a
light breakfast for $5 – or $4 plus a nonperishable
donation
for
the
Food
Bank.
Please
RSVP
to
h.m.margolin@gmail.com or call her at 302477-0737.
September 30 - “Notorious RBG: The Life and
Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg” by Irin Carmon
and Shana Knizhnik.
December 9 - “In the Courtyard of the Kabbalist” by Ruchama King Feuerman.
February 24 - “If All the Seas Were Ink: A
Memoir” by Ilana Kurshan.

programcoord@literacydelaware.org

Orbit Article Deadlines
Articles for the monthly newsletter The Orbit
are due on the first Wednesday of each
month. Please submit your articles by emailing them to Lori at lwyzga@bethemethde.org.
September issue - August 1, 2018
October issue - September 5, 2018
November issue - October 3, 2018
December issue - November 7, 2018
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5. Jewels of Elul (www.jewelsofelul.com) are
a collection of reflections penned over the
course of a decade by individuals – some
well-known, others not widely known – designed to provide inspiration at this
season.
6. The Hebrew letters that comprise the word
Elul – aleph, lamed, vav, lamed – are an
acronym for “Ani l’dodi v’dodi li,” a verse
from Song of Songs that means “I am my
beloved’s and my beloved is mine.” Most
often interpreted as love poetry between a
man and a woman, the phrase also indicates the love between God and the
Jewish people, especially at this time of
year when God draws near to God’s
people.
7. Finally, it’s traditional to read Psalm 27
each day during the month of Elul.
(reformjudaism.org/practice/prayersblessings/psalm-27-psalm-david)
Beginning on August 12, I’m going to share
parts of Psalm 27 on our Facebook page. My
hope is that many of you will share your reflections on this Psalm over the course of the
month to help ease the transition from
Summer to the High Holidays.

One thing I ask from Adonai, one thing I seek:
to dwell in Adonai's house all the days of my life,
to gaze upon the beauty of Adonai, to explore
Adonai's sanctuary.
The month of Elul is coming, in fact Rosh
Chodesh Elul falls on August 12. Elul means
preparing for the High Holidays, back to school,
and cooler nights. The thing is, it just doesn’t
feel right to be thinking about those things in the
middle of August. I once complained to someone that I felt that sometimes, the Jewish holidays come too early. I was scolded because,
based on the Hebrew calendar, the holidays are
never early or late. They are the same day every
year. That may be true but there are still kids at
camp, afternoons at the pool, and we’re not
even at Labor Day yet – Elul is too early this
year.
I’m thinking more about Elul than usual because it will be my first as president of our congregation. This is a time of study and personal
reflection and I found a great resource at
ReformJudaism.org that I’d like to share:
Seven Things to Know about Elul by Jane E.
Herman (adapted)
1. Traditionally, the shofar is blown each morning (except on Shabbat) from the first day of
Elul until the day before Rosh Hashanah. Its
sound awakens the soul and kick starts the
spiritual accounting that happens throughout
the month. In my congregation, the shofar is
sounded at the opening of each Kabbalat
Shabbat service during Elul.
2. Online initiatives like #BlogElul and
#ElulGram provide numerous opportunities
to blog and photograph your Elul thoughts,
reflections, and High Holiday preparations.
3. Selichot (special penitential prayers) are recited during the month of Elul. This year,
Selichot falls on Saturday, September 1 and
there will be a service that evening at
8:30 PM.
4. Elul is the time of year during which Jews
traditionally visit the graves of loved ones.

Book of Memory
Please return all entries by August 7, 2017.
If you have not received your Book of Memory
entry, contact the Business office at 302-7642393 so that one may be mailed to you.
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20 (9 Elul)

27 (16 Elul)

26 (15 Elul)

13 (2 Elul)

12 (1 Elul)

19 (8 Elul)
10:00a Teacher Opening
Meeting

6 (25 Av)

Monday

5 (24 Av)

Sunday

28 (17 Elul)

21 (10 Elul)

14 (3 Elul)
7:30p Board Meeting

7 (26 Av)
7:00p Cantor Flynn Meet &
Greet (Home of Esther & Paul
Timmeney)

Tuesday

29 (18 Elul)
5:00p Rosh Hashanah Torah
Reader rehearsal

22 (11 Elul)
7:30p Cantor Flynn Meet &
Greet (Home of Karen Jacobs
& Jack Blumenfeld)

15 (4 Elul)

8 (27 Av)

1 (20 Av)
5:30p Emmanuel Dining Hall
Cooking

Wednesday

Thursday

30 (19 Elul)

23 (12 Elul)

16 (5 Elul)

9 (28 Av)

2 (21 Av)

August 2018
Friday

31 (20 Elul)
7:00p Shabbat Service with
Oneg

24 (13 Elul)
7:00p Shabbat Service with
Oneg

17 (6 Elul)
7:00p Shabbat Service with
Oneg

10 (29 Av)
7:00p Shabbat Service with
Oneg

3 (22 Av)
6:00p Kabbalat Shabbat Program
7:00p Kabbalat Shabbat Service

Saturday

25 (14 Elul) Ki Teitzei
9:30a Torah Study & Service
Combination

18 (7 Elul) Shoftim
9:30a Torah Study & Service
Combination

11 (30 Av) R'eih
Delaware Pride
9:30a Torah Study & Service
Combination

4 (23 Av) Eikev
10:00a Shabbat Hike

In memory of the departed whom we now
remember...We share in the recent bereavement suffered by members of our temple
family and extend our
sincere condolences to:
Helene and Richard Weinberg on the death
of Richard’s father, Irwin Weinberg.
Laurie Ross and Steven Zimmerman on the
death of Steven’s father, Joseph Zimmerman.
Linda Jaffe Sereduke and Christian Sereduke
on the death of Linda’s father,
Edward E. Jaffe.
Stuart Schenk on the death of his wife and
Karen and Scott Caplan on the death of
Karen’s mother, Sandra Schenk.
Carol and Matthew Finfer on the death of
Carol’s father, Millard E. Dawson, III.
To the Congregation on the death of our
member, Joan Goldberg.
Barbara Katz on the death of her husband,
Fred Katz.

Beth Emeth Memorial Park Service
Beth Emeth Memorial Park will continue its
longstanding tradition of holding a memorial
service on Sunday afternoon between Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur. This year's service
will be held on September 16, 2018 at 3:00 PM
at the cemetery located on 1220 Faulkland
Road. It is, of course, no coincidence that Jewish tradition also urges us to visit the graves of
loved
ones
during
this
season.
It doesn't matter whether your loved ones are
interred at Beth Emeth Memorial Park, in another nearby cemetery or in some other part of the
country. Join us under the canopy to hear their
names read aloud and to stand together as we
recite Kaddish. The ceremony is brief, moving
and dignified. The natural surroundings provide
just the right time and place to reconnect with
past memories and contemplate new beginnings.
Because of the ever-growing list of names
that are read during the service, we will read
the names remembered by those actually attending the service. However, all of the names
provided to us on a remembrance card will
appear on a handout at the service. If you
would like to submit names, please contact
Beth Emeth Memorial Park at 302-764-2393
and we will send you a remembrance card to fill
out. Please note that, in order for the names
you send us to be included in the printed listing
at the service, you must submit your names by
August 20, 2018.

Thank you to our September
Ushers
September 7

Sandra and Edward
McBride
September 14 Laura and Matthew
Saperstein
September 21 Lauren and Anthony
Gillespie
September 28 Missy and Michael
Rosenthal

Quote of the Month
“Peace cannot be kept by force. It can only be
achieved by understanding.”
Albert Einstein
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The Caring Committee

Successful Landscaping Maintenance at
Beth Emeth On April 29 and June 3

The Caring Committee provides opportunities to help members of our CBE community in
a variety of ways. They include making soup
and meals, writing cards and making calls,
consoling the bereaved, distributing holiday
gifts and visiting members of our community in
facilities and their homes. The Committee
meets monthly from September through
May. New committee members are always
welcome. Our next meeting will be Wednesday, September 5 at 6:30 pm in the CBE
board room.
Contact
Judith
Insinga
at
jjschnitman@yahoo.com or 302-764-4093 for more
information about the Caring Committee.
Caring Committee Soup
Low-sodium and gluten-free chicken soup
made by Caring Committee members is available in the Beth Emeth freezer. Any congregant who would benefit is welcome to help
themselves to containers of soup. If you know
someone who might benefit from receiving
soup, please contact Judith Insinga at 302-764
-4093, and the Committee will arrange for
delivery.

This past spring, congregants volunteered to
assist with maintaining the landscaping
around the Beth Emeth facilities. We weeded
and pruned around many of the landscaped
areas surrounding the building and the parking lot. We also planted some flowers for the
summer and laid down some fresh mulch.
Again, a special thanks to these wonderful
volunteers who continue to care for the beautiful shrubs, trees, flowers, and ground cover
which many of us have diligently planted, nurtured and continue to appreciate as they
mature. Also, special thanks go to Beth Stark
and Ira Zinner for their guidance and supply of
many of the tools and equipment needed for
our volunteers to do their jobs.
If you haven’t volunteered for this activity in
the recent past, please join the folks who
have, and assist us the next time we schedule
landscape maintenance.
The landscaping volunteers for the two
spring events were: Beth Stark, Christine
Warheit, Ira, Zachary, and Ben Zinner, Aaron
Kupchik, Deb Munson, Heather Margolin, Rob
Medicus, Pam Levin, Laurie Ross, Tim
Casper and Ellen Johnson.
The next landscaping event won’t be scheduled until late august or early sept. Please
contact Phil Weinberg by emailing him at
pbweinde@comcast.net and consider adding
your name to the list of volunteers. Won’t you
come out and help us? We need your assis-

FAMILY PROMISE NEWS
Upcoming Dates: Our remaining hosting
weeks this year begin on September 23 and
December 30. New volunteers are always
welcome. There are so many different ways to
support Family Promise and have a personally
rewarding experience during our hosting
weeks: set up sleeping rooms, drive a van,
purchase supplies, visit in the evening, sleep
overnight,
and
prepare
and
serve
meals. Training sessions are being planned
for new volunteers as well as current ones.
Supply Needs: Current needs include
disinfecting spray and new towel sets (bath
towel, hand towel and wash cloth). Donations
can be left in the box in the lobby or delivered
to the Family Promise Day Center, 2104 St.
James
Church
Rd,
Wilmington,
DE.
Please contact Judith Insinga at jjschnitman@yahoo.com or 302-764-4093 if you have
any questions about Family Promise or for
more information about volunteering opportunities.

tance. Thank you.
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WE NEED YOU.

Beth Emeth Film Series 2018

Berry Cobbler Crisp
From Joy of Kosher

Film 1, Sunday, October 21 at 5 PM
THE BAND’S VISIT…A band of Egyptian police
head to Israel to play music at the opening of
an Arab Arts center. They find themselves instead in a remote town in Israel with no bus out
for 24 hours. This film is now an award winning
musical on Broadway as it tells the story of
ordinary people (enemies????)
Film 2, Sunday, November 4 at 5 PM
THE INSULT...A moment of temper, an emotional exchange and suddenly a Lebanese
Christian and a Palestinian refugee are
embroiled in an event that goes to court and
gets national attention. In our current climate of
partisanship, this film will make you stop and
think.
Film 3, Sunday, December 9 at 5 PM
BOMBSHELL: THE HEDY LAMARR STORY…
Do you remember the Hollywood movie star,
Hedy Lamarr, in her glamorous role in films?
Learn more about her and her role as a much
underappreciated but genius inventor.
The cost for the films are $ 8 per film per person. The film series begins at 5 PM with dinner
and then the film. Dessert and discussion follow. Also, indicate if you will bring a side dish,
or salad. We provide main course, dessert
and drinks. Reservations are a must. Call the
office 302-764-2393 for more information and to
make your reservation.

Ingredients:
3 cup berries, blueberries or blackberries are
preferred
2 tablespoons sugar
1 teaspoon cornstarch
1½ teaspoons water
½ teaspoon lemon juice
½ cup quick-cooking oats
¼ cup all-purpose flour
¼ cup packed brown sugar
½ teaspoon ground cinnamon
¼ cup cold vegan butter or coconut oil
Preparation:
1.Place berries in a greased deep dish pie plate.
In a small bowl mix sugar, cornstarch, water and
lemon juice until smooth. Pour over berries.
Combine oats, flour, sugar and cinnamon. Cut
in vegan butter or oil with pastry blender or two
knives until crumbly. Spread the batter over the
berries covering as well as you can.
2. If you like extra topping, double the topping
ingredients.
3. Bake, uncovered at 375°F for 30 minutes or
until bubbly and crisp.
4. Makes 6 servings.

Payments Made with Stock
People who wish to give stock as a donation
or to pay their commitment, must follow these
instructions: 1. Direct your broker to transfer
stock to Beth Emeth’s broker. 2. Notify the
business office and let Jon, Lisa or Lori know
that you have transferred stock, so that we may
credit your account. THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT PART! Tell one of us your name,
the # of shares you sold, the name of your
stock (i.e. AT&T or DuPont) & what the stock is
paying for (i.e. commitment). If you want to
transfer to our broker, please call M & T Bank at
1-800-724-7788. Beth Emeth’s account number is AZD961050 and the DTC number is
0443. If you have any questions, please call
the business office at 302-764-2393 and we
would be happy to help you.

Bar/Bat Mitzvah Parties
When planning your son’s or
daughter’s Bar/Bat Mitzvah
parties, please consider using
our lovely facilities. Our social
hall will accommodate a large
group of family and friends.
Caterers are welcome; rental
is reasonable; there is room to dance, plenty of
parking and a great staff to help make your
party a success.
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In memory of Jacob Sklut from Dr. Richard
L. Sklut, Amy & Karen
In memory of Arlene Sklut & Mollye H. Sklut
from Dr. Richard Sklut, Amy, Karen &
Dicey
In memory of Samuel Levick from Edythe
Rapkin
In memory of Sylvia Meltzer from Elaine
Kasowski
In memory of Robert Bernhardt from Eleanor
B. Matas
In memory of Sarah Pindus from Ellen &
Bob Kurtz & Family
In memory of Fred Katz, Ruth Scher & Anna
Scher from Ethel & Don Parsons
In memory of Harry Rubenstein from Gail &
Milton Wahl
In memory of Fred Wormser & Lotte
Wormser from Helene & Richard Weinberg
In memory of Samuel David from Israel &
Sylvia David
In memory of beloved father, Gordon
Brandes from Judith B. Joseph
In memory of Andrea (Deedy) Lipshutz
from Lanny & Micki Edelsohn
In memory of Florence Ellick & Morris J.
Ellick from Lynne P. Ellick & Family
In memory of Daniel Silver & Esther S. Silver
from Marsha & Joel Moranz
In memory of beloved father & grandfather,
Bernard Goldman from Marti, Walt, Alana &
Fara Coppol
In memory of beloved mother, Lois Stape
from Michael Stape
In appreciation for the Marriage Reconsecration Service and Esther Timmeney's
coordination of the service from Michele &
Howard Sands
In memory of James Timmeney from Paul &
Esther Timmeney
In memory of Josephine Akell from Paul &
Linda Akell
In memory of Samuel Colton & Mildred
Colton from Rory, Steve, Dean, Sami,
Jenny, Aria & Julianne
In memory of Edna Melamed & Melvin
Leonard Littman from Rosalyn Selber
Lieberman
In memory of Lena Hockstein from Sara
Hockstein

MAZON
In appreciation of Rabbi Robinson, for his
sensitive and meaningful services for our
Aunt Sandy Schenk from Beryl and Bob
Gamiel and family
In loving memory of Abraham Stein
from Mark & Shelley Stein
In memory of Mayme Selber from Rosalyn
Selber Lieberman
In honor of the Bat Mitzvah of Joan
Wachstein's granddaughter, Jennifer Mineo
from Rosalyn Selber Lieberman
STAT FAMILY GIFT FUND
In loving memory of Celia Kassvan, Harry
Stat & Lifsha Tabachnik from Lewis &
Mildred Stat
SUPPORT FOR SECURITY AT CBE
Jan & Rob Goodman
Mitch & Jenn Steinberg
TEMPLE FUND
In memory of Anna Gelb & Harry Gelb
from Albert & Patricia Gelb
In memory of Pearl S. Fink, Alan M. Fink,
Heli Fink's sister, Ericka and brother-in-law,
Hans from Anne Jacobs
In memory of Lillian Kaufman from Barbara
Citron & Family
In memory of Betty Herman from Bernard &
Rita Margolies
In memory of beloved mother & grandmother, Sadie Tanenbaum from Bernice
Trachtman
In memory of Edward Jaffe from Bob &
Naomi Hershkowitz
In memory of Joseph Silver from Bob &
Robin Zink
In loving memory of Morris B. Tomases
from Bobbie & Norman Tomases
In memory of Bernard C. Sobel from Charles
& Sandra Sobel
In memory of Joseph Zimmerman
from Dayle & Michael Joseph
In honor of the engagement of Lisa Honig,
daughter of Joy Honig from Debbie
Grossman
In memory of Albert Heisler from Doris
Heisler & Family
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In memory of mother-in-law, Ida Godowsky,
beloved son, Donald P. Godowsky, &
brother, Max Belfus from Sarah Godowsky
In memory of Ryc Goldman from The Slap
Family
In memory of Iris Polss from Sue & Perry
Polss and Family
In memory of Dorothy Paul, Samuel Paul,
Joe Zimmerman & Fred Katz from Sue Paul
& Family
In memory of Forrest “Woody” Sprague,
Minnie Browstein & Harry Weinstein
from Susan & Gary Gooden
In memory of Marshall & Anna Pallas
from Susan & Mark Detwiler
In memory of Minnie Brownstein from Susan
& Steven Goodhart
In memory of Joseph Silver from Winnie
Silver & Family

Don’t forget to contact the
temple office at 302-7642393 to change your address
or you may now change your
address online. Simply go to
our
website
at
www.bethemethde.org and
log in as a member. You can
manage your account
details online. If you have not yet logged in and
need a password, contact the office and we
will send you a link.
You can also update your telephone number or email address, the same way. Most of
the temple correspondence is mailed third
class. The post office does not forward any
third class mail.

THE CONGREGATION BETH EMETH
EDUCATION FUND
In memory of Miriam Chidekel from The
Chidekel Family
In loving memory of Theodore Ozer from
George, Lori & Andy Ozer
A thank you for Sue Paul's class this June
from Judy & Mervyn Richards
TORAH REPAIR FUND
In loving memory of our grandmother, Margaret Cohn from Erica Brignac & Debra
Heffernan
In loving memory of my mother, Margaret
Cohn from Inez Rosenbaum
In memory of Herman L. Merritt from Jeffrey
D. Merritt
YOUTH & FAMILY PROGRAMMING
In honor of Anne Cherrin's special birthday
from Alene & Gerry Markowitz
In appreciation of Ben Lasner from Susan &
Steven Goodhart
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RABBI ROBINSON
DISCRETIONARY FUND
Peter & Alison Lustgarten
In memory of Jerome Zaback
from Allan & Faith Zaback
In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson from Dick Sklut
In memory of Nancy Schor
Seiner from HarrietAnn &
Richard Litwin
In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson from Jeffrey D.
Merritt
In memory of Evelyn Goldberg from Joseph & Dory
Goldberg
In honor of Re-consecration
of marriage from Judy &
Steve Dorfman
In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson from Karen & Scott
Caplan
In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson for a beautiful and
meaningful funeral service
from Laurie Ross & Steve
Zimmerman
In appreciation of Torah study
from Lawrence Kohn
In memory of Eugene Ellick
from Lynne P. Ellick &
Family
In appreciation of the Reconsecration service
from Mara & Ira Tartack
In memory of Gertrude
Coopersmith and Ruth Orlin
from Marilyn & Mitch Orlin
To thank you for your support
and kindness during the death
of and funeral for my mother,

Sandra Schenk. from Meryl
and Jeff Kaplan
In memory of Mildred
Wishnow & Steven Wishnow
from Paul & Linda Akell and
Family
In memory of Gertrude
Hershkowitz from Robert &
Naomi Hershkowitz
In memory of Mildred
Wishnow & Steven WIshnow
from Terry Wishnow, Beth
Donovan, Barbara Beams &
Linda Akell
In appreciation of Rabbi
Robinson participating in
Tower Hill School's Baccalaureate Service from Tower Hill
School
CANTOR STANTON'S
DISCRETIONARY FUND
In appreciation of Cantor
Mark Stanton from Beth
Schnitman-Malm & Robert
Malm
In honor of Sandy & Ed
McBride's son Eric's marriage
and Jimmy's upcoming
marriage from Joy Greenberg Honig
In memory of Martin Pressman from Lynne P. Ellick &
Family
To thank Cantor Stanton for
your beautiful singing during
my mother's funeral. She
loved to hear you sing,
from Meryl and Jeff Kaplan
In appreciation of Cantor
Stanton from Rachelle &
Harold Hawtof
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DIRECTOR OF LIFELONG
LEARNING
DISCRETIONARY FUND
In honor of Rabbi Koppel
receiving her Masters
from Laurie Buchalter &
Lawrence Kohn
In appreciation of Rabbi
Koppel foe leading Shiva
Service from Laurie Ross &
Steve Zimmerman
In honor of Rabbi Koppel receiving her master's degree
from Mara & Ira Tartack
In honor of Rabbi Koppel receiving a Master's in Jewish
Education from Michele &
Howard Sands
In loving memory of Gloria
Frankfurt from Mindy
Frankfurt & Randy London
In honor of Rabbi Koppel
getting her Masters degree
from The Miniman Family
In honor of Rabbi Koppel
receiving her Masters in
Education from Rabbi Barry
Block
In honor of Rabbi Koppel's
graduation from Roberta &
Phillip Fishgold
RABBI GRUMBACHER
DISCRETIONARY FUND
In memory of Lois Resnick
Sacks from Gerry, Ellen &
Marcy Resnick
RABBI GRUMBACHER
MUSIC FUND
In honor of Cantor Mark
Stanton from Connie
Kreshtool

In memory of Esther R.
Miller from Dorothy & Richard Flippen
Congratulations to Dr.
Janice Selekman on her retirement from the University
of Delaware from Sue &
Dennis Cherrin
In appreciation of Suzy's
and your kindness during
my illness from Jeffrey D.
Merritt
In memory of Joseph
Zimmerman from Jeffrey D.
Merritt
ADULT AND YOUTH
CHOIR FUND
In appreciation of Cantor
Stanton from Karen & Scott
Caplan
In memory of Joseph
Zimmerman from Lelaine
&Stu Nemser
BERNARD KRESHTOOL
MEMORIAL FUND
Welcoming my first greatgrandson, Brooks Ryan
(Chaim Baruch) Levine
from Connie Kreshtool
In memory of my dear
sisters, Rosalie Wolf &
Nancy Melnik from Connie
Kreshtool
CARING COMMUNITY
COMMITTEE
In memory of Sylvia Snyder
& David Snyder from Chick
& Sherry Simmons and
Larry & Wanda Snyder
In memory of George Lucks,
dear friend and client and
Stewart Taub, son of late
Aaron & Gloria Taub
from Daniel Koffler
Thank you for all of your
help after my stay in the
hospital from Jeffrey D.
Merritt
In memory of Vera Pressman from Lynne P. Ellick &
Family

In memory of Berel Weisberg
from Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Rubenstein
In memory of Joseph S. Lann
and Joseph Zimmerman
from Phyllis R. Lann
EDITH LABOVSKY
MEMORIAL FUND FOR
STUDENT VISITS
TO ISRAEL
Dr. Lanny and Micki Edelsohn
in memory of Lee Edelsohn
Cravitz
FAMILY ASSISTANCE
In memory of Joseph Zimmerman from Charlotte Gluckman & Family
In memory of loving wife, Lita
from Daniel Koffler
In memory of Louise Kursh &
Eleanor Weiss from Jane,
Raymond, Samantha & Max
Kursh
In memory of Harold M. Katz
from Barbara Katz
In memory of Liya Gayduk
from Mark Gayduk
In memory of Martin Q. Selzer
from Nancy Selzer
In memory of Paul Green
from Regina Miller
In memory of Else & Ernest
Grumbacher from Suzy &
Rabbi Peter Grumbacher
HAROLD & BEATRICE
SNYDER CAMP HARLAM
FUND
In memory of C. Beatrice
Snyder from Peter & Phyllis
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Snyder
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
GARDEN MAINTENANCE
FUND
In memory of Joseph
Zimmerman from Richard &
Judy Goldbaum
KEIL-HERRMANN
MEMORIAL FUND
In memory of Leonard A.
Hershon & Marc Hershon
from Mrs. Anita Hershon
In memory of Daniel
Herrmann from Steve &
Susan Herrmann
LARRY ISAKOFF
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
FUND
In memory of Rosalyn
Radner from Elinor Miller
In memory of Marge Horwitz
and Charles Shambelan
from Francia Isakoff
LEONA ELKINS
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In memory of Sol Miller
from Dorothy & Richard
Flippen
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Jan & Rob Goodman
SISTERHOOD
In memory of our aunt/great
aunt, Sandy Schenk
from Beryl and Bob Gamiel
and Family
(continued on pages
12 & 13)

